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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is the result of the command mqsisetdbparms -n DB2_1 -u
test -p test123?
A. Creates service userld "test" and password "test123" for the
Integration node "DB2_1".
B. Creates a security identity for DB2_1.
C. Sets the database parameters test and test123 for DB2_1.
D. Connects to the database DB2_1 with user test and password
test123.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
After metadata is imported into Framework Manager or a new
query subject is created, is it recommended to first verify
which one of the following property settings?
A. Usage
B. Aggregate
C. Semi-Aggregate
D. Data Type
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
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_relational_data_sources.html
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